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What is 
Klarna?



Smoooth shopping
What does that mean?

90
More than 90 million people have already experienced a 

better way to shop

Shop 
anywhere

With Klarna, you have the freedom to shop everywhere and 

pay as you wish

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOvCdcpMdcU


Our markets



Klarnas CRM 
development 



Communication to meet the potential

Campaigns JourneysWeekly

Examples:
Product launches, Black friday, 

Christmas, Lady gaga, Asap

Examples:
Friday deals, Inspirational 

mondays, Merchant wednesday

Examples:
Onboarding, conversion, post-

purchase, reactivation



Klarnas operative 
model



60
Million consumer

60
Million consumer

Why Klarnas operative model is a 
challenge for working with CRM

AL
(Accountable lead)

CRM 
Specialist 

Analyst Copywriter Designer 

Gather all the competences 
in one team.

Responsible for a specific 
area eg:
➔ App growth
➔ Card growth
➔ Shopping growth

Gets things out quickly but 
lacks the overarching 
communication

+
Engineer 

Product manager

Performance 
marketeer

…...



60
Million consumer

60
Million consumer

Build CRM coms in silos

App 
growth

Regional 
teams

Payment 
Surveys

Reward 
program

Card 
growth

Shopping 
Surveys

Shopping 
growth

Co-
marketin

g

💁💁



60
Million consumer

60
Million consumer

Klarna Ways of Working

When you are scaling CRM and Marketing Automation, 
Ways of working is the key

Privacy
Group the handling of  

Privacy in different 
countries and regions

Training
What your CRM 

Specialist need to 
know regardless of 

region or Team

Access
Regulate what can be 

accessed without 
special clearance.

Processe
s

Set up clear processes 
with Briefs, QA and 

Approvals

Learnings
Create Lunch & Learn 
sessions to exchange 

experience and 
improvements

Template
sBe strict in the 

management of your 
templates for all 

touchpoints

Incidents
Have a plan for 

incidents. React fast, 
respond slowly



Klarnas customer 
journeys



How do we get our customer journey 
together?

Receiving, 
returning & replacing

Reading updates from  
my favorite influencers

Creating a new look

Looking for
specific styles

Looking at 
best price

This is the right 
time to buy

Making the 
payments

Exploring what 
is available 

Enjoying my 
product

Reading content from 
brands / merchants

Browsing my favorite fashion 
sites and social feeds

Evaluating and 
comparing 

Decide how to 
finance

Receiving and unboxing

Verifying my 
choice

Installments

Pre-purchase Purchase Post-purchase

Waiting

Keeping me updated Deciding to buy Trying my new stuffFinding my options
My partner in exploring options and 
helping me to organize alternatives.

Feeling confident that I get the best 
deal. Considering if this is the right 
moment for me to buy, Price and 
spending limitations.

Simplifying all the boring hassle 
and letting me enjoy the funny part.

Giving me inspiration and 
knowledge. What is new, what is 
trending, what is hot.

Helping me choose
Helping me to evaluate the 
alternatives and choose the right 
product for me.

Grow Engage Retain

Build



The five parts of the
Contact Strategy

Onboarding

Engagement

Conversion

Post-purchase

Reactivation

Introduce the consumer to all relevant products, services and offer 
guidance to use functionality within existing behaviour. Creating a 
good start and an excellent consumer experience.

Relevant and inspirational, taking into account consumer’s 
preferences. Create engagement and spark a new purchase 
journey.

Help and information when required and incentives when needed. 
Always be present and making sure that the journey is smooth.

Create an experience that follows the consumers behaviour and 
creates support for relevant actions e.g. unboxing, returns, refunds, 
installments.

Stimulate to rediscover Klarna products and services. Reactivate 
the consumers.

Conversion

Pre Purchase Purchase Post Purchase

Reactivation

Onboarding

Engagement Post purchase



Local resources for 
fast scalability

Local 
resources

Content/copy competence

Central 
team

Develops the concept and consumer 
journey

Responsibility
Local resources are responsible for 
translation, local assets and that the 
content has the right product for the 

country



Key takeaways



Klarnas operative 
model.

Fast paced, get much out there, lack on overarching CRM view

Centralised 
steering.

Create the concept and tactics on a central level and scale it 
fast with localised resources.

Customer 
obsession.

Common customer journey model that is customer centric 
rather than product centric



Thanks. 
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